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Golden Helix
Leaders in Genetic Analytics

 Founded in 1998

 Multi-disciplinary: computer science, 

bioinformatics, statistics, genetics

 Software and analytic services

 Hundreds of literature citations

About Golden Helix



GenomeBrowse

 Powerful visualization software for 

DNA and RNA sequencing data

 Supports most standard 

bioinformatics file formats

 Fast and responsive for interactive 

analysis

 Intuitive controls

 Stream data from the cloud and 

from your own remote data servers



VarSeq

VarSeq

Simple

Flexible

Scalable

Powerful environment 

for annotation, filtering 

and visualization of 

DNAseq data

 Intuitive interface

Repeatable workflows

Optimized for clinical 

applications



Core 

Features

Packages
Core Features

 Powerful Data Management

 Rich Visualizations

 Robust Statistics

 Flexible

Applications

 Genotype Analysis

 DNA sequence analysis

 CNV Analysis

 RNA-seq differential 

expression

SNP & Variation Suite  (SVS)



Approximate Agenda

Genomic Prediction

Q&A

2

3

4

Meta-Analysis

K-Fold Cross Validation with GBLUP and Bayes C/C-pi1



Previous Genomic Prediction Resources

http://goldenhelix.com/Events/recordings/genomicprediction/index.html
http://goldenhelix.com/Events/recordings/genomicprediction/index.html
http://blog.goldenhelix.com/bchristensen/cross-validation-for-genomic-prediction-in-svs/
http://blog.goldenhelix.com/bchristensen/cross-validation-for-genomic-prediction-in-svs/
http://goldenhelix.com/Events/recordings/genomicpredictionwithGHI/index.html
http://goldenhelix.com/Events/recordings/genomicpredictionwithGHI/index.html
http://blog.goldenhelix.com/crogers/qa-from-our-december-genomic-prediction-webcast/#more-3635
http://blog.goldenhelix.com/crogers/qa-from-our-december-genomic-prediction-webcast/#more-3635


Genomic Prediction Methods Available in SVS

 GBLUP

- Assumes all loci contribute to the 

phenotype

 Bayes C

- Estimates effects of gene loci 

together with parameters 

required to define probability 

distribution over events

- Prior probability that any SNP will 

have no effect fixed

 Bayes C-pi

- Prior probability that any SNP will 

have no effect unknown and 

allowed to vary



Simulated Cattle Data

 402 Bos taurus cattle from Bovine 

HapMap project

 Illumina 50k genotypes

 Simple oligogenic trait simulation

- 5 SNPs with independent additive 

effects

- About 62% of trait explained by 

simulated genetic effect

 Split into two groups:

- Model Building group – 351 samples 

from 16 breeds

- Phenotype prediction group – 51 

samples from 5 breeds

Angus
21%

BeefMaster
20%

Hereford
20%

Limousin
31%

Red Angus
8%

Phenotype Prediction Group

Angus
5%

BeefMaster
4%

Brown Swiss
7%

Charolais
6%

Guernsey
6%

Hereford
4%

Holstein
15%

Jersey
7%

Limousin
7%

N'Dama
7%

Norwegian 
Red
5%

Piedmontese
7%

Red Angus
2%

Romagnola
7%

Santa 
Gertrudis

7%

Sheko
5%

Model Building Group



K-Fold Cross-Validation

 Use K-Fold Cross-Validation to 

build a model that can be 

applied to new genetic data to 

predict a phenotype

 Can be used with GBLUP, 

Bayes C, Bayes C-pi

 Requires all samples have a 

phenotype value

 Can include covariates



Cross-Validation with Multiple Iterations

 Running K-Fold 

multiple times can 

provide statistics on 

the ability of the 

genotypes to predict 

the phenotype

 Binary Phenotype:

- Sensitivity and 

Specificity

 Quantitative 

Phenotype:

- Correlation statistics 



GBLUP 5-Fold Cross-Validation with 20 Iterations



Demonstration



Applying a Prediction Model

 Starts from a spreadsheet of 

genotype data or numeric data

 Recodes to numeric if necessary

 Adjusts the recoding based on 

strand as needed

 Takes from K-Fold output:

- Allele Substitution Effects

- Fixed Effect Coefficients (needs the 

Intercept at a minimum)

 → Predicted phenotype value



Prediction Results



Demonstration



Meta-Analysis

 Test effect of marker across:

- multiple published studies

- population groups within the same 

study

 Useful when you do not have 

access to the raw data

 Corrects for strand flips as 

long as the major and minor 

alleles are provided

 Weights studies based on 

effective sample size



Meta-Analysis Overview

 Effect Data Meta-Analysis

- Compare p-values across studies

- Need also:

- Effect Direction

- Effective number of samples

 Inverse-Variance Method

- Compare a combination of Odds 

ratios and effect sizes

- Need also:

- Either Odds Ratio CI, or

- Effect Standard Error



Fixed Effects Model Statistics

 Weight is either square root of sample size or inverse variance

 Assumes that all studies are based on the same:

- Population

- Phenotype

Taken from: Willer,C.J., Li,Y. and Abecasis,G.R. (2010) METAL: fast and efficient 

meta-analysis of genomewide association scans. Bioinformatics 26, 2190--2191. (link)

http://csg.sph.umich.edu/abecasis/publications/pdf/Bioinformatics.vol.26-pp.2190.pdf


Random Effects Model Statistics

 Assumes:

- Studies included in the meta-analysis are a random sample of all studies

- The effects vary around an overall average effect

 Includes:

- Within-study variability aka random error

- Between-study variability aka heterogeneity

Borenstein,M.,Hedges,L. and Rothstein,H. (2007) Meta-Analysis Fixed 

effect vs. random effects. www.Meta-Analysis.com (link)

Nordmann,A.J., Kasenda,B. and Briel,M. (2012) Meta-analyses: what the 

can and cannot do. Swiss Med Wkly. 142:w13518 (link)

http://www.meta-analysis.com/
http://www.meta-analysis.com/downloads/Meta-analysis fixed effect vs random effects_orig.pdf
http://www.smw.ch/content/smw-2012-13518/


Implementation in SVS (Preview)

 Options chosen for the first 

study inform the options for 

subsequent studies

 For first study can choose

- Effect Data Method, or

- Inverse-Variance Based Method

 For subsequent studies only 

the group of options chosen 

for the first study will be 

available



Meta-Analysis Output

 Fixed Effects Model

- P-value

- Effect Size

- Standard Error

- Z

- Chi-Squared

 Random Effects Model

- Same output as Fixed Effects Model

 Cochran’s Q

 I-Squared

 Tau-Squared

 (Optional) Genomic Control



Demonstration



Summary

 K-Fold Cross Validation can be used 

to build a genomic prediction model

 Prediction models can now be applied 

to new data without having to worry 

about merging data

 Coming soon SVS will have Meta-

Analysis methods available

 The power of SVS data manipulation, 

visualization and user friendly GUIs 

make these methods easier to learn 

and use.



Questions or 

more info:

 Email 

info@goldenhelix.com

 Request an evaluation of 

the software at 

www.goldenhelix.com

mailto:mcelroy@goldenhelix.com
http://www.goldenhelix.com/


Questions?

Use the Questions pane in 
your GoToWebinar window


